History of Proctor Mechanical

In 1932 Earl Proctor started in the plumbing and heating business focusing on plumbing and boiler service. Relying on his reputation for complete understanding of both steam and hydronic systems he secured a solid business. After service in World War II, Earl's son Morey Proctor joined the firm and broadened the company's market to include larger commercial and industrial new construction projects. By the mid 1960's, Proctor Mechanical had established itself throughout Iowa working mostly on schools and institutional projects.

Joe and Mike Proctor joined the firm in the mid 1970's. Their early involvement helped Proctor Mechanical to become one of the first construction companies in the area to computerize its accounting, engineering and estimating functions.

By the time the farm crisis in Iowa had passed in the mid 1980's, Joe had become President and Mike was Vice President. Their interest in the work of W. Edwards Deming encouraged them to lead their company through the Total Quality Management process.

Since adapting TQM as an on-going process Proctor Mechanical's focus has shifted to highly-complex projects like biologics laboratories, hospitals and sophisticated industrial applications.

Many of these projects have received recognition for quality including: one National First Place for Quality; one National Second Place for Quality; eight Iowa First Place for Quality; three Iowa Second Place for Quality, and numerous safety awards.

Today when you partner with Proctor Mechanical on your project, you bring a company that works like a team. Each individual knows and plays their position and each encourages and helps their team members to succeed.